
MUSIC SYSTEM+ WALNUT/BEIGE
All-in-one audio system

REF : TI-MSYPCLA

EAN : 0815097014508

EXISTS IN : BROWN

DESCRIPTION :

Chic, small and multifunctional

Tivoli Audio's Music System+ is just like a complete hi-fi system, yet very small and above all absolutely admirable. Forget

separate loudspeakers, say goodbye to cables lying on the floor, and enjoy the incredible sound of this beautiful, compact,

handcrafted, genuine wood cabinet. With a powerful built-in speaker, the sound quality of the subwoofer is legendary. The

Music System+ plays your favorite CDs, and can also connect to the latest Bluetooth-equipped audio devices, such as

smartphones. It also receives FM/AM radio broadcasts, so you can listen to all your favorite stations at all times.

Import your music

?Nowadays, music is increasingly stored on all kinds of computers, tablets and smartphones. The Music System+ is

equipped with Bluetooth wireless technology, which means you can connect any suitably equipped device without having to

make any connections. Simply make the connection - it's very easy and explained in detail in the manual - then relax and

enjoy your digital music thanks to the Music System+'s superb speaker system.

A sound investment

?For many, the obvious beauty of the Music System+ lies in its hand-crafted real wood case, but a glance inside reveals other

wonders: this compact Tivoli incorporates an incredibly efficient audio system, comprising two powerful amplifiers

connected to the speakers in stereo, plus a subwoofer set in a low chassis. You can tailor the treble and bass to suit your

direct environment, as well as access equalizer settings on the supplied remote control. The result is performance that will

bring you complete satisfaction in the years to come, and you can relax in the knowledge that this system is totally future-

proof.

Piece of furniture?

It's as much a decorative object to be admired as it is a sound system to be listened to. The Music System+ embellishes your

home with a wooden cabinet of the same quality as the furnishings. It's as much an eye-catcher as it is a delight to the

touch.



STRENGTHS :

The compact case contains a powerful stereo audio system, complete with subwoofer.

Smartphones and tablets connect wirelessly via Bluetooth technology

AM/FM radio tuner

Two independent alarms, buzzer and sleep timer

High-quality slot-loading CD player

State-of-the-art audio system tuning to adapt perfectly to your environment

Subwoofer and amplifiers for rich, powerful sound

Auxiliary input and stereo headphone output

CHARACTERISTICS :

Dimensions: 13.65 cm L x 35.88 cm H x 21.6 cm

Weight: 5.9 kg


